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03/01/19, Selwyn Topic 9 Assessment
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Instructions

You may NOT use a calculator for this test.

 

 

Solve each problem and show your work.

1. James and Quetta were painting a banner for the Cultural Arts Night at
their school.  James painted of the banner black and Quetta painted 

 of the banner white.  The leftover portion of the banner was painted

red.  What fraction of the banner is red?

A. B.

C. D.

 

2. Jania had  pounds of candy that she was placing into four candy

dishes.  She didn’t care if each bowl had the same amount.  Which
number sentence below could represent how she placed the candy in
each dish?

A. B.

C. D.
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3. Helga made an apple pie, a chocolate pie, and a key lime pie for
dessert.  Part of each pie was eaten. of the apple pie was eaten and 

 of the key lime pie was eat.  The amount of chocolate pie that was

eaten was less than the key lime pie, but more than the apple pie.  Which
fraction below could represent the amount of chocolate pie that was
eaten?

A. B.

C. D.

 

4. Nathan, Thomas, and James shared a pizza that was cut into 10 slices. 
The three boys ate  of the pizza.  Which of the following could show

how the boys shared the pizza?

A. B.

C. D.
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5. Drew made his special lime punch for his classroom party.  He used the
following ingredients:

 

●  2  liters of lime Kool-Aid

●  1  liters of pineapple juice

●  2  liters of ginger ale

●  1 liters of lime sherbet

When the party was over, there was 1  liters of punch left.  How many

liters of punch did Drew’s class drink?

A. 8 B. 7

C. 6 D. 6

 

6. Yesenia was playing a mystery number game with her friends.  She gave
the following clues as hints for her number:

 

·   The number is composite.

·   The number is odd.

·   The number is a factor of 27.

 

Which of the following numbers could be Yesenia’s number?

A. 3 B. 9

C. 18 D. 21
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7. George put all of his textbooks and library books in his book bag to take
home.  His book bag weighed 6 kilograms.  He thought that it was too
heavy, so he decided to leave his science and reading textbooks at
school.

 

●  His science textbook weighs 2 kilograms.

●  His reading textbook weighs 1 kilograms.

How much did his book bag weigh when he removed the two textbooks?

A. 1 kilograms B. 2 kilograms

C. 3 kilograms D. 4 kilograms
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Day Miles Run

Monday 1

Tuesday 1

Wednesday 1

Thursday 2

Friday 2

Saturday ?

8. Emma prepared for the race she would participate in by running each
day.  The chart below shows how far she ran each day.  If Emma’s goal
was to run 10 miles throughout the week, how far does she need to run
on Saturday to make her goal?

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A. mile B. mile

C. 3 miles D. 9 miles
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9. Mrs. Glove ordered 3 pizzas from Pizza Hut.  Each pizza was cut into 6
equal slices.  Dom ate   of a pizza, his sister ate of a pizza, and

together their parents ate  of a pizza.  How much pizza was left over

after the family ate?

 

A. pizzas B. 1 pizza

C. pizzas D. pizza

 

10. Stephan wants to be a graphic designer after he graduates.  His sister
Miranda wants to be an optometrist when she graduates.  They
looked up the beginning salaries for both careers.

 

· Graphic designers make around $39,900 each year.

· Optometrists make $91,040 each year.

 

How much more will Miranda make than Stephan in one year after they
graduate?

A. $51,140 B. $52,940

C. $62,140 D. $68,940

 

11. Morgan’s pizza was sliced into eighths. Morgan and his family ate 5 slices
for dinner. What fraction of the pizza was left over?

A. B.

C. D.
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12. Amy drank  of her water during basketball practice and  of her water

while walking home. How much of her water does Amy have left?

A. B.

C. D.

 

13. Jessica made a grilled cheese sandwich and cut it into 4 equal pieces.
She ate one piece. How much was left?

A. B.

C. D.

 

14.
Marie, Erica, and Katrina had some gummy worms. Erica had  cup of

gummy worms. Katrina had  cup of gummy worms. If the three girls

had a total of  cups of gummy worms, then how many cups does

Marie have?

A.  cups B.  cups

C.  cup D.  cup

 

15. George is organizing his card collection. He puts  of his collection in an

album on Sunday, and  of the collection in the album on Tuesday. How

much of George’s card collection is now in the album?

A. B.

C. D.
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16. Mrs. Morrow bought pizza for a party. After the party, there was pizza left
over. The shaded parts below represent the pieces that were eaten.

How many total pizzas were eaten?

A. B.

C. D.

 

17. Of the 24 students in Mrs. Cranford’s class, 6 students liked the color
purple best, and 3 students liked the color orange the best. Which
fraction represents the number of students whose favorite color was
neither orange nor purple?

A. B.

C. D.
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